Qatari History
We will be continuing our study of the important
role Qatar plays in the region along with the
chronology of events in Qatar’s history.

Trips and Visit
We will be visiting the terracotta army at the
Museum of Islamic Art.

Topic Web
Year 4 Topic Web Autumn 2
History
Exploring a range of sources in history. Learning
about chronology of the Viking era. We will also
be comparing the lives of a Viking family with

modern day families

.

Geography
Exploring Viking settlements, invasions as well as
learning about the physical and geographical
features of where these are in the world.

Spanish
Children will be learning new vocabulary about
objects that can be found in the classroom (table,
chair, computer etc.), Numbers up to 600, Means
of transportation and places, days of the week,
months and seasons and objects found inside a
bedroom.
Arabic
Al-Sefah (Grammar), AL-Haal (Grammar), At-Tanween
(Spelling), KhatAl-nasskh (Hand Writing), Prose story
Treasure (Writing), Cooperation (Listening), The
representation of poems and stories (Speaking).

Science
We will be identifying how sounds are made
through vibrations, as well as learning how sound
travels into our ears.

Vikings!
Vikings are an important
aspect of our history who
achieved many great things.
We will be learning about how
they made an impact on the
world.
P.E.
All pupils will be participating in football. We
will be looking at improving each individuals
needs in dribbling, passing, control, shooting
and general game play/rules and regulations.

Literacy
Reading a range of recounts and writing our own.
Learning a poem based on a theme and
performing this with clarity and confidence.
Maths
Area and perimeter of shapes, looking at the mean,
median and mode when analysing data. Continuing
multiplication and division both mentally and using
the column and bus stop methods.

ART and DT
Looking at the different styles of Viking armour
and weapons as well as making their own
longboat.

Music
Students will be learning how to write music on
the stave and extend their knowledge of
rhythmic notation. Students will also be
preparing for the KS2 production.

